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Abstract—The domain of Automatic Program Repair (APR) had many research contributions in recent years. So far, most approaches target fixing generic bugs in programs (e.g., off-by-one errors). Nevertheless, recent studies reveal that about 50% of real bugs require API-specific fixes (e.g., adding missing API method calls or correcting method ordering), for which existing APR approaches are not designed. In this paper, we address this problem and introduce the notion of an API-specific program repair mechanism. This mechanism detects erroneous code in a similar way to existing APR approaches. However, to fix such bugs, it uses API-specific information from the erroneous code to search for API usage patterns in other software, with which we could fix the bug. We provide first insights on the applicability of this mechanism and discuss upcoming research challenges.

Index Terms—Automatic Program Repair, API-specific Bugs, Specification Mining

I. RESEARCH PROBLEM OF AUTOMATIC PROGRAM REPAIR

The burden to fix bugs in software development is both time consuming and costly. Even though automation of bug localization is common (e.g., automated testing or software profiling), bug fixing still requires the programmer’s interaction. Even worse, automatic program repair (APR) is undecidable in general [2].

However, in recent years many approaches were published to perform APR. Martin Monperrus classifies these approaches as behavioral and state repair [27]. Behavioral repair approaches directly modify the source code to fix the bug. A list of well-known approaches are the GenPatch algorithm [34], BugMem [16], Pachika [6], GenProg [19], PAR [15], AutoFix [29], Nopol [7], RSRepair [30], LeakFix [9], SearchRepair [14], QA CrashFix [10], Angelix [26], HistoricalFix [18], Prophet [23] and DeepFix [12]. In contrast, state repair approaches change the surrounding environment of the erroneous program, e.g., by changing input data or the memory state. Some representatives are Microroots [4], DieHard [3], Assure [32], Bolt [17], Input Rectification [22], Armor [5], RCV [24] and Ares [11].

The prevalent trend of these APR approaches is to be applicable for generic bugs, i.e., bugs that may occur in every kind of software, e.g., off-by-one errors. In a recent study on manual bug fixes [37], the authors revealed that 50% of all bugs fall in this category, which explains the success of existing APR approaches. In the other half, at least one API-specific fix was necessary.

As an example of an API-specific fix, one may consider the Lang-38 bug from the defects4J benchmark [13] in Listing 1. This benchmark represents a collection of 395 real-word bugs from six open source projects and their manually created fixes.

```
1    *** 869,874 ****  
2     869,875      
3     {...}       
4    public StringBuffer format(Calendar vCalendar, 
5      StringBuffer buf) { 
6      if (mTimeZoneForced) { 
7      vCalendar.getTime(); 
8      vCalendar = (Calendar) vCalendar.clone(); 
9      vCalendar.setTimeZone(mTimeZone); 
10     } 
```

Listing 1: Bug Fix Lang-38 from the defects4J benchmark produced with diff. The fix was an addition of the `getTime`-method at line 6.

The issue with Lang-38 is that the `vCalendar` object is not being properly updated before being cloned for further reuse. Thus, an outdated time is formatted. This bug was fixed by adding the `getTime`-method at line 6. According to the API documentation of the `Calendar` API1, the call of `get`, `getTime` and three other methods causes an update of the `vCalendar`-variable, and thus fixes the bug.

Here, the intrinsic knowledge to call the `getTime`-method before cloning the `vCalendar-object was necessary to fix the bug. In general, it is recommended to leverage such API knowledge for APR [20], [37]. In this paper, we introduce the idea of representing API knowledge as `API usage patterns` [31]. These patterns represent common structures of interface application of an API. However, these patterns are not always available, especially if programmers are not familiar with the API. Thus, to fix API-specific bugs automatically, we mine usage patterns, which directly relate to the erroneous code, and modify the code base so that it complies with the usage pattern. This means that our approach represents a behavioral repair method.

In addition to Monperrus’s classification, we introduce the domain of API-specific and generic repair in Fig. 1. Note that this classification does not represent a holistic picture of APR but rather reveals the need for API-specific repair mechanisms. Some approaches partially address the topic of API-specific repair or use similar ideas (bold and underlined in the classification scheme). In the following, we reveal their limitations for API-specific repair and the main differences according to the proposed approach.

Related behavioral, generic repair methods use patterns only to improve their results or to find API-specific fixes with

1https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/Calendar.html
a different method. HistoricalFix [18] and Prophet [23] use knowledge from bug fix patterns to assess their synthesized patches. Nevertheless, their patterns consider generic bugs rather than API-specific ones. SearchRepair [14] finds patches by searching code that has the same behavior with regard to passing test cases. In contrast to our proposed mechanism, it directly applies found code snippets from other applications to produce patches. DeepFix [12] conducts deep learning of code samples with a recurrent neural network. However, this approach usually targets syntactic instead of semantic bugs.

Existing behavioral, API-specific repair methods either do not represent a fully automated approach or show other limitations to find API-specific fixes. GenPatch [34] describes an algorithm that creates patches by compensating differences between a specification pattern, e.g., an API usage pattern among others, and the actual code. This algorithm expects that the specification patterns are already known, posing the question of how to find related patterns. BugMem [16] memorizes bug fixes from the project’s history, to be reapplied if the same error occurs again. Extensions of this approach infer common bug-fix patterns for APR [28], [25]. Pachika [6] analyzes objects’ state flows during the program execution and detects anomalies from these flows. It produces a patch according to the usually observed behavior. Due to the monitoring overhead, it only considers anomalies in the erroneous software. QACrashFix [10] uses the information of Q&A-webpages like Stack Overflow to find possible patches for bugs. Here, the approach benefits from API-specific error messages to find relevant Q&A-pages. However, the approach struggles to extract code changes from embedded code in natural language texts whereby the solution space is restricted.

Within the state repair mechanisms only Armor [5] is known to address API-specific APR. Armor leverages existing redundancy in the implementation so that some method calls can be substituted in case of an error. However, developers have to manually define redundant method calls.

Our mechanism addresses these limitations. In the next section, we explain the overall structure of our mechanism, present first results based on the example from Listing 1 and discuss methods for validating our approach.

II. AUTOMATIC PROGRAM REPAIR BY MINING API USAGE PATTERNS

The thesis addresses the topic of API-specific automatic program repair by automatic mining of bug-related usage patterns and applying these patterns to overcome API misuses.

Fig. 2 depicts the general workflow of the mechanism and its main contributions. Similarly to other APR approaches, we conduct bug localization (A) by running automatic test cases to extract those statements that most likely cause the bug (e.g. by spectrum-based approaches like Tarantula, Ochiai, or DStar [35]). This is promising, as many software projects apply automatic testing, and thus have test suites. As we require only an erroneous code section for patch generation, other localization methods may work as well.

Next, we extract API-information (B), e.g., imported classes or used methods, from the erroneous code section. This information is used to find similar code snippets from other software projects that apply the same APIs as used in the erroneous code. In particular, we assume that the bug is caused by a misuse of an API and can be fixed with API usage patterns found in other, correct applications.

With respect to our example in Listing 1, we can extract the information that the erroneous code uses the classes StringBuffer and Calendar. Afterwards, we search for source files that also utilize these APIs (e.g., via the GitHub Search API\textsuperscript{2}). These files serve as input for the mining process.

Recent publications in the domain of specification mining introduce various approaches to mine API usage patterns [31] (C). So far, specification mining was mainly used for automatic documentation inference or bug detection. Instead, we plan to use usage patterns for patch generation. In the proposed mechanism, we perform a shepherded specification mining: by restricting input source files to several usages of one particular API, the specification mining task is more likely to find a usage pattern for this particular API, as these appear more frequently in the input data. Thereby, the resulting usage patterns are more closely related to the particular bug.

In a preliminary experiment, we applied Frequent Sequential Pattern Mining (FSPM) from the SPMF-library [8] for source files that also imported the Calendar class. We analyzed 1,221 source files from 309 projects acquired from GitHub and obtained 20,486 sequences from these files. Here, a sequence represents a string of nodes from an abstract syntax tree (AST) of each method in the source code file. In order to deal with block statements, such as if-then-else constructs, we add special nodes, indicating the start and the end of statements. To increase the number of frequent sequences, we anonymized variable names in method calls and assignments and restricted the AST nodes to method calls, assignments, loops and conditional-statements.

So far, the results obtained appear to be promising. In detail, we achieved the best results with the CloSpan-algorithm, which aims to find closed frequent sequences [36]. We set the minimal support to 1% and found 127 frequent sequences.

\textsuperscript{2}https://developer.github.com/v3/
Here, the \texttt{get-} and the \texttt{getTime}-methods (original fix) were the 4th and 18th most frequently applied sequences, respectively. Thus, selecting patterns for APR due to their frequency, would quickly result in patterns, whose insertions at Line 6 in Listing 1 would eventually fix the bug.

Based on mined patterns, the mechanism synthesizes a patch (D). So far, we conducted this step manually. To automate it, Weimer’s GenPatch algorithm \cite{34} is applicable. GenPatch finds the minimal edit operations, i.e., insertions and deletions, which modify the erroneous code so that it complies with the API usage pattern. However, if the patterns contain methods with input parameters, GenPatch requires manual insertion of these parameters. For entire automation, we need a mapping to the existing variables, e.g., variable \texttt{vCalendar}, and a mechanism to infer parameter values, e.g., application of the \texttt{get}-method requires an integer value as parameter. We propose to use static analysis of the AST to infer global as well as local variables and to check them exhaustively, if they can call the missing method. For example, the \texttt{Calendar}-specific methods \texttt{get} and \texttt{getTime} can only be called via the \texttt{vCalendar}-variable. To infer parameters, a naive approach is to insert the default values of the data types, i.e., we manually insert the value 0 in \texttt{get}. This fixes the bug, as calling the \texttt{get}-method with an arbitrary parameter triggers the required update of the \texttt{vCalendar}-object.

Finally, we validate found patches by re-running the whole test suite (E). We consider a patch valid, if all test cases pass.

So far, we introduced the notion of API-specific APR on the Lang-38 example from the defects4J benchmark. In order to provide evidence for the approach’s applicability to other bugs and APIs, we are currently working on a larger study. APR is usually validated on existing bug benchmarks \cite{13, 21, 33}. We plan to evaluate our mechanism with the MuBench benchmark, which contains real-world API-specific bugs \cite{1}.

The following section highlights further challenges.

### III. Further Work

Even though the approach of API-specific APR is promising, we identify three different research challenges.

**Extracting API-specific information:** API-specific information is crucial to mine meaningful API usage patterns. If we use too coarse API information for the code search, we may find many API usages, and thus patterns, which are extraneous to the bug. In contrast, with too detailed information, we may struggle to find related code samples for the mining step at all. Even though API usage pattern recommender systems like MAPO \cite{38} give first insights, from whose information specification mining benefits, we suggest further investigation of whether this is applicable to APR.

**Automating Patch Generation:** As discussed before, the algorithm by Weimer \cite{34} enables us to create fixes automatically based on API usage patterns. Nevertheless, this process is not fully automated, as for example method parameters cannot be automatically inferred. Next to the previously mentioned approach of using default values for unknown parameters, further work will consider more sophisticated approaches. For instance, we can use Frequent Itemset Mining to find frequently applied method parameters from other applications. 

**Dealing with False Positive Patterns:** A common problem of specification mining algorithms is that they find many false positive patterns. These false positives represent relations between statements that do not exist. Thus, applying the complete pattern may either not fix the bug or introduce new ones. As false positives usually represent a false combination of true patterns, we suggest accepting partial compliance with a pattern as patch candidates.

We will address these challenges in ongoing research. In addition, as specification mining can be too time-consuming in practice, storing and combining usage patterns for later reuse can avoid repetitive mining.

### IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the idea of an API-specific repair mechanism. Most existing approaches focus on creating fixes for generic bugs, such as off-by-one errors. Nevertheless, recent publications reveal that 50\% of programming bugs require at least one API-specific repair action.

Thus, the thesis addresses the topic of automatic repair of API-specific bugs (e.g., false method order, missing method calls). The proposed approach captures the intrinsic knowledge of how to use an API in the form of API usage patterns. To get these patterns, algorithms from the domain of specification mining are the most promising. In particular, we search in other applications, which also use a particular API, for API usage patterns, which, if applied, are likely to fix the bug.

Within this paper, we give an example of an API-specific bug, for which we are able to find usage patterns by frequent
sequence mining, which would eventually fix the bug. Finally, we highlighted our further research directions.
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